We solve the equation of motion of Witten's cubic open string field theory in a series expansion using the regulated butterfly state. The expansion parameter is given by the regularization parameter of the butterfly state, which can be taken to be arbitrarily small. Unlike the case of level truncation, the equation of motion can be solved for an arbitrary component of the Fock space up to a positive power of the expansion parameter. The energy density of the solution is well-defined and remains finite even in the singular butterfly limit, and it gives approximately 68% of the D25-brane tension for the solution at the leading order. Moreover, it simultaneously solves the equation of motion of vacuum string field theory, providing support for the conjecture at this order. We further improve our ansatz by taking into account next-to-leading terms, and find two numerical solutions which give approximately 88% and 109%, respectively, of the D25-brane tension for the energy density. These values are interestingly close to those by level truncation at level 2 without gauge fixing studied by Rastelli and Zwiebach and by Ellwood and Taylor.
Introduction and summary
Ever since the pioneer work by Sen and Zwiebach [1] , it has been demonstrated that Witten' s cubic open string field theory [2] is capable of describing nonperturbative phenomena such as tachyon condensation [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . 1 The action of Witten's string field theory is given by [2] 
where Q B is the BRST operator and g T is the on-shell three-tachyon coupling constant, and its equation of motion is
The tachyon potential of Witten's string field theory calculated by an approximation scheme called level truncation [9, 1, 3, 6, 7] has reproduced the D25-brane tension with impressive precision, providing strong evidence for Sen's conjecture [10, 11] . For instance, if we truncate the string field |Ψ up to level 2 in the Siegel gauge,
the absolute value of the energy density of the solution obtained by taking variations with respect to the parameters x, u, and v is given by approximately 95.9% of the D25brane tension [1] . However, there are infinitely many other components in the string field so that the solution by level truncation does not solve the equation of motion for a generic component above the truncation level. On the other hand, various exact solutions of string field theory based on the identity state have been constructed and studied [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] . They exactly solve the equation of motion when it is contracted with any state in the Fock space, but when we try to evaluate the energy density for the solutions, we encounter the notorious singularity coming from the inner product of the identity state with itself.
These previous attempts to solve the equation of motion thus have both good and bad features, which can be summarized in the following way. We expect that the analytic solution |Ψ corresponding to the tachyon vacuum satisfies the following conditions: 1 For a recent review, see [8] .
for any state |φ in the Fock space.
(ii) The quantities Ψ|Q B |Ψ and Ψ|Ψ * Ψ are well-defined, and (ii-a) the equation of motion is satisfied even when contracted with the solution itself: Ψ|Q B |Ψ + Ψ|Ψ * Ψ = 0, (1.5) (ii-b) the energy density E of the solution is given by the D25-brane tension T 25 as follows [10, 25] :
where T 25 is expressed in terms of g T by 2
(1.7)
The solution by level truncation satisfies (ii-a) by construction, and satisfies (ii-b) with very high precision, while the condition (i) is not satisfied for an arbitrary |φ . The exact solutions based on the identity state satisfy the condition (i), but the quantities Ψ|Q B |Ψ and Ψ|Ψ * Ψ are not well-defined so that we cannot even address the questions whether the conditions (ii-a) and (ii-b) are satisfied.
In this paper, we present a new approach to this problem. Our solution satisfies all the above conditions approximately but simultaneously. Our ansatz for a solution takes the form of the regulated butterfly state [28, 29, 30, 31] with an operator inserted at the midpoint of the boundary.
The butterfly state [28] is a star-algebra projector, and the regulated butterfly state [29, 30] is its regularization. It is parameterized by t in the range 0 ≤ t < 1, and the butterfly state is given by the limit t → 1. Our solution satisfies the condition (i) up to a positive power of 1 − t. The solution at the leading order is given by choosing a c ghost as the operator to be inserted. If we denote the regulated butterfly state with the operator O inserted by |B t (O) , the solution takes the following form:
where x is a parameter to be determined. We will show that the equation of motion can be solved up to O( √ 1 − t):
for any state |φ in the Fock space by this ansatz. The operator c inserted into the regulated butterfly state corresponds to the state c 1 |0 at level 0. If we incorporate operators corresponding to states at level 2 into our ansatz
where x, u, v, and w are parameters to be determined, it turns out that the equation of motion can be solved up to a higher power of 1 − t: φ|Q B |Ψ (2) + φ|Ψ (2) * Ψ (2) = O((1 − t) 3/2 ) (1.11)
for any state |φ in the Fock space. We find one analytic solution in the form of |Ψ (0) and two numerical solutions |Ψ
(2) 1
and |Ψ (2) 2 in the form of |Ψ (2) . Therefore, the condition (i) can be satisfied with high precision if we choose t to be close to 1. Furthermore, it turns out that the inner products appearing in the condition (ii) are well-defined for our solutions. In order to discuss the condition (ii-a), let us define the ratio R[Ψ] for a string field |Ψ by
The condition (ii-a) is satisfied when R[Ψ] = −1. For the leading-order solution |Ψ (0) , R[Ψ (0) ] and E[Ψ (0) ]/T 25 are given by
The condition (ii-a) is satisfied with precision of approximately 98%, and the absolute value of the energy density gives approximately 68% of the D25-brane tension. These values are improved for the solutions at the next-to-leading order:
The condition (ii-a) is satisfied with better precision than 99.8%, and the values of the energy density for these solutions are approximately 88% and 109%, respectively, of the D25-brane tension.
It is not surprising that there are more than one solutions at this order since we do not fix gauge. There are also two solutions at level 2 in level truncation without gauge fixing studied by Rastelli and Zwiebach [32] and by Ellwood and Taylor [33] . In fact, the values of the ratio E/T 25 for our solutions are interestingly close to those from the level-truncation analysis without gauge fixing, which are E/T 25 = −4096π 2 /59049 ≃ −0.6846 for the solution at level 0, and E/T 25 ≃ −0.8802, −1.0778 for the two solutions at level 2 [33] , as compared in Table 1 . There is another interesting aspect of our solution. Our leading-order solution |Ψ (0) satisfies not only the equation of motion of Witten's string field theory but also that of vacuum string field theory [34, 35, 36] at the leading order, 16) when Q is given by the midpoint c-ghost insertion with an appropriate normalization [28] . This can be regarded as support for the vacuum string field theory conjecture at this order. It was shown [28] that a star-algebra projector in the twisted ghost conformal field theory solves the equation of motion of vacuum string field theory in the singular limit, but our solution is different from the twisted butterfly state and it is a new solution to vacuum string field theory. Note also that the twisted butterfly state does not solve the equation of motion of Witten's string field theory even at the leading order. It is not difficult to see how our ansatz works. Actually, we can use any regulated star-algebra projector instead of the regulated butterfly state. 3 The star product of the regulated star-algebra projector with itself approximately reproduces itself. In the process of gluing, the midpoint of the boundary of each projector, where an operator is inserted, is mapped to a point which is very close to the midpoint of the boundary of the glued surface state. Therefore, the two operators from each of the projector can be replaced by the leading term of their operator product expansion (OPE). On the other hand, the only effect of the BRST operator Q B acting on the regulated projector with 3 We are aware that this idea at the leading order occurred to many others independently including I. Ellwood, L. Rastelli, M. Schnabl, A. Sen, and B. Zwiebach. an operator insertion is to make the BRST transformation of the inserted operator. If we take the operator to be a c ghost, the leading term of the OPE is given by c∂c, 17) and the BRST transformation of the c ghost is also c∂c:
where j B (z) is the BRST current. Therefore, the equation of motion of Witten's string field theory, Q B |Ψ + |Ψ * Ψ = 0, can be satisfied at the leading order since the two terms are the same surface state with c∂c inserted at the midpoint of the boundary.
Similarly, it can also be easily seen how our ansatz solves the equation of motion of vacuum string field theory at the leading order. When we contract a regulated staralgebra projector with a state in the Fock state, the open-string midpoint approaches the midpoint of the boundary [37, 30] . Therefore, the two c ghosts, one from the kinetic operator Q inserted at the open-string midpoint and the other one inserted at the midpoint of the boundary, can be replaced by the leading term of the OPE, which is again given by c∂c.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the leadingorder solution |Ψ (0) is constructed and its properties are studied. In Section 3, it is shown that the leading-order solution with an opposite sign, −|Ψ (0) , also solves the equation of motion of vacuum string field theory at the leading order. In Section 4, the solutions |Ψ are constructed by taking into account next-to-leading terms, and the energy density is computed for these solutions. Section 5 is devoted to discussion. Our conventions and terminology on the conformal field theory (CFT) formulation of string field theory [38, 39] are summarized in Appendix A. The explicit expression of the quantity Ψ (2) |Ψ (2) * Ψ (2) for an arbitrary t is presented in Appendix B.
2 Solution at the leading order
Regulated butterfly state
The regulated butterfly state |B t labeled by t in the range 0 ≤ t < 1 [29, 30] is defined by
for any state |φ in the Fock space, where
All CFT correlation functions in this paper are evaluated on an upper-half plane, and we use the doubling trick. The butterfly state |B is given by the regulated butterfly state in the limit t → 1. It is a singular state like other star-algebra projectors such as the sliver state [40] . The singularity can be seen, for example, by the fact that the open-string midpoint f t (i) reaches the boundary in the limit t → 1. However, an inner product of the regulated butterfly state with a state |φ in the Fock space is well-defined even in the limit t → 1 and is given by
The regulated butterfly state reduces to the SL(2, R)-invariant vacuum |0 when t = 0. We can use different conformal transformations to represent the same surface state. For example, the regulated butterfly state can also be represented as
for any state |φ in the Fock space, where h t (ξ) is the following conformal transformation with a parameter p:
The conformal transformation h t (ξ) is related to f t (ξ) by an SL(2, R) transformation z/(z + p) which maps the infinity to 1. The conformal transformations with different values of p for (2.6) are all equivalent and define the same state. This representation will be useful when there is an operator insertion at the infinity in the representation in terms of f t (ξ). In this representation, the inner product φ|B in the butterfly limit is given by
where
Another useful representation of the regulated butterfly state |B t is given by making an inversion I(z) = −1/z to the conformal transformation f t (ξ):
Using this conformal transformation, the regulated butterfly state is represented as
Finally, the regulated butterfly state has a simple representation in the operator formalism [41, 42, 43, 44, 45] in terms of a single Virasoro generator [29, 30] . It is given by
The conformal transformation associated with the star product of the regulated butterfly state |B t * B t was derived by Schnabl [29] . After an appropriate rescaling of Schnabl's expression discussed in [31] , the state |B t * B t is represented as
It can be easily verified that f t (ξ) reduces to f B (ξ) in the limit t → 1:
This shows that the butterfly state |B is a star-algebra projector. The relation between the coordinate z = f t (ξ) of φ|B t * B t and the coordinate z ′ = I •f t (ξ) of φ|B t before gluing was derived in [31] . It is given by
,
The midpoint of the boundary z ′ = 0 is mapped to z = ±1/β, and the open-string midpoint z ′ = i is mapped to z = i/d [30, 31] .
Solving the equation of motion at the leading order
Our ansatz for a solution to Witten's string field theory takes the form of the regulated butterfly state with an operator insertion at the midpoint of the boundary. Let us
for any state |φ in the Fock space. As in the case of the regulated butterfly state |B t , the state |B t (O) itself becomes singular in the limit t → 1, but its inner product with a state |φ in the Fock space has a finite limit, which we denote by φ|B(O) :
When the operator O is a c ghost, the representation of the state |B t (c) using h t (ξ) is given by
for any state |φ in the Fock space. As we mentioned in the introduction, the state |B t (c) with an appropriate normalization solves the equation of motion of Witten's string field theory up to O(
In what follows we will use |φ to denote a state in the Fock space.
Let us compute φ|Q B |B t (c) and φ|B t (c) * B t (c) . The quantity φ|Q B |B t (c) is given by
where Q B · O(w) denotes the BRST transformation of the operator O(w) defined by
where the contour of the integral encircles w counterclockwise. The BRST current j B (z) here is defined by
where T m (z) denotes the energy-momentum tensor of the matter sector and : O :(z) denotes the normal ordering of the operator O(z). Since the OPE between j B and c is
the BRST transformation of c(w) is given by
Therefore, we find (1) , (2.28) or, in other words,
As is clear from this derivation, Q B |B t (O) is in general given by
The only t-dependence of (2.28) is coming from that of the conformal transformation
the leading term of the expansion in 1 − t is given by
In order to compute the other quantity φ|B t (c) * B t (c) , we need to know how the c ghosts are mapped to the glued surface. In the coordinate
The derivatives dz ′ /dz at these points were computed from (2.18) in [31] and are given by
Therefore, the c ghost is mapped from the z ′ coordinate to the z coordinate as follows:
the two c ghosts are sent to the infinity in the limit t → 1. It is therefore convenient to make an SL(2, R) transformation to bring the infinity to a finite point to study the limit t → 1. If we make the conformal map z/(z + p), the c ghosts are further transformed as
Therefore, the quantity φ|B t (c) * B t (c) is given by
In the limit t → 1, the two c ghosts approach the point z = 1 so that they can be replaced by the leading term of their OPE, which is given by
If we define
then the state |Ψ (0) solves the equation of motion of Witten's string field theory up
for any state |φ in the Fock space. If we take the limit t → 1, the state |Ψ (0) formally solves the equation of motion exactly. However, the regulated butterfly state |B t becomes singular and the coefficient diverges as 1/ √ 1 − t in the limit so that we do not intend to take the strict t → 1 limit. On the other hand, the state |Ψ (0) is welldefined as long as 1 − t is finite. If we choose t to be 0.9999, for example, the equation of motion is solved with fairly good precision for any state |φ in the Fock space.
Energy density at the leading order
Let us next evaluate the energy density of the solution. We need to compute the inner products B t (c)|Q B |B t (c) and B t (c)|B t (c) * B t (c) , but similar computations have been done in [31] so that we can make use of the results in [31] .
When we deal with the star multiplication of the regulated butterfly state, it is convenient to use theẑ coordinate [30] defined bŷ z = arctan ξ.
(2.44)
In theẑ coordinate, either of the left and right halves of the open string of the regulated butterfly state is mapped to a semi-infinite line parallel to the imaginary axis in the upper-half plane so that gluing can be made simply by translation. We glue two or three regulated butterfly states for
, respectively, in this way. We then map the resulting surface to an upper-half plane by a conformal transformation. Let us denote the coordinate of the upper-half plane by z. The relation between the z coordinate and the coordinate z ′ = I • f t (ξ) before gluing was derived in [31] . In the case of B t (c)|Q B |B t (c) , it is given by 46) and the relation for B t (c)|B t (c) * B t (c) is given as follows:
The c ghost at z ′ = 0 is mapped to
where the subscript density denotes that the quantity is divided by the volume factor of space-time. We use this notation for both inner products of string fields and CFT correlation functions. Similarly, B t (c)|B t (c) * B t (c) is computed as follows:
(2.51)
In both cases, the inner product cancels the singularity coming from the normalization factor so that Ψ (0) |Q B |Ψ (0) and Ψ (0) |Ψ (0) * Ψ (0) have a finite density in the limit t → 1. Since Ψ (0) |Q B |Ψ (0) and Ψ (0) |Ψ (0) * Ψ (0) are well-defined, we can discuss the equation of motion contracted with the solution itself. Let us compute the ratio R[Ψ (0) ] defined in (1.12) in the limit t → 1:
The ratio is not exactly −1, but rather close to −1 so that the equation of motion is satisfied with fairly good precision even when it is contracted with the solution itself.
In other words, the solution |Ψ (0) satisfies the condition (ii-a) in the introduction with good precision. Let us next evaluate the energy density of the solution E defined by
The energy density of the solution E[Ψ (0) ] divided by the D25-brane tension T 25 in the limit t → 1 is given by
Therefore, the absolute value of the energy density for the solution |Ψ (0) gives approximately 68% of the D25-brane tension. This value is very close to that obtained by level truncation at level 0 [1] , E/T 25 = −4096π 2 /59049 ≃ −0.6846, but not exactly the same. We conclude that our solution |Ψ (0) at the leading order is as good as the level-0 solution by level truncation concerning the condition (ii-b) in the introduction. We have seen that our solution |Ψ (0) approximately satisfies the condition (ii-a), but there are no a priori reasons to expect that this should be the case. As can be seen from the expression (2.51), the c ghosts can no longer be replaced by c∂c so that the mechanism responsible for the condition (i) does not work when the equation of motion is contracted with the solution itself. There are also no a priori reasons to expect that the energy density of our solution |Ψ (0) is of the same order as the D25-brane tension just like there are no a priori reasons to expect that the ordinary level-truncation approximation should work.
Comparison with a solution by a variational method
We can perform an analysis similar to level truncation by truncating the string field to the single mode |B t (c) ,
and by taking a variation with respect to the parameterx. It reduces to the ordinary level-truncation analysis at level 0 when we set t = 0. The energy density divided by the D25-brane tension is given by
This is independent of t and is exactly the same as in the case of the ordinary truncation to |Ψ =x c 1 |0 . Therefore, the critical valuex c determined by the condition
and E(x c )/T 25 are also the same as in the case of the ordinary level truncation:
The string field withx =x c ,
by construction satisfies the condition (ii-a),
but does not solve the equation of motion when it is contracted with a generic state in the Fock space. The normalization of our solution |Ψ (0) is in fact numerically close to that of | Ψ (0) in the limit t → 1:
This is why our solution |Ψ (0) approximately satisfies the equation Ψ (0) |Q B |Ψ (0) + Ψ (0) |Ψ (0) * Ψ (0) = 0, and approximately reproduces the value of the energy density obtained by the ordinary level truncation at level 0, but again we do not know why this is the case.
Solution to both Witten's and vacuum string field theories
If we expand the action of Witten's string field theory (1.1) around the solution |Ψ 0 corresponding to the tachyon vacuum, the resulting action will take the same form except for the kinetic operator:
where S 0 is the value of the action for |Ψ 0 , and Q is given by
The equation of motion at the tachyon vacuum,
can be solved by |Ψ 0 with an opposite sign,
and it describes a D25-brane as an excitation from the tachyon vacuum. It was conjectured in [34] that Q can be made purely of ghost fields by field redefinition, and string field theory with this conjectured form of the kinetic operator is called vacuum string field theory [34, 35, 36] . A more specific conjecture on Q was put forward later in [30] . The kinetic operator Q does not seem to be made purely of ghost fields when we expand the action around the approximate solution constructed by level truncation. It was conjectured [30] that there exists a one-parameter family of field redefinition which takes Q to the following form:
5)
where Q is a c-ghost insertion at the open-string midpoint,
and ǫ corresponds to the parameter of the field redefinition. We denoted terms which vanishes in the limit ǫ → 0 by o(ǫ). In the singular limit ǫ → 0, the midpoint c-ghost insertion Q dominates in the kinetic operator Q with an infinite coefficient.
Since the string field of vacuum string field theory is related to that of Witten's string field theory by field redefinition, the tachyon vacuum solution of Witten's string field theory with an opposite sign does not necessarily solve the equation of motion of vacuum string field theory. Interestingly, however, our leading-order solution with an opposite sign, −|Ψ (0) , does solve the equation of motion of vacuum string field theory at the leading order without field redefinition.
Let us first compute the quantity φ|Q|B t (c) . It is convenient to rewrite it as φ|Q|B t (c) = B t (c)|Q|φ . Since the operator Q is mapped to
by the conformal transformation h t (ξ), the quantity B t (c)|Q|φ is given by
In the limit t → 1, the c ghost coming from Q approaches c(1) so that the two operators can be replaced by the leading term of their OPE:
The leading term of B t (c)|Q|φ in the limit t → 1 is given by
(3.10)
Note that terms of O((1 − t) 3/2 ) cancel so that the next-to-leading order is O((1 − t) 2 ). Since the leading term is proportional to that of φ|B t (c) * B t (c) in (2.41), our solution with an opposite sign, −|Ψ (0) , solves the equation of motion of vacuum string field theory up to O(
for any state |φ in the Fock space if the scaling between ǫ and 1 − t is given by
As we mentioned in the introduction, it is easily understood why |B t (c) with an appropriate normalization solves the equation of motion of vacuum string field theory at the leading order. Both in φ|Q|B t (c) and in φ|B t (c) * B t (c) , the two c ghosts approach the midpoint of the boundary of the surface and can be replaced by c∂c which is the leading term of the OPE. The existence of our approximate solution of Witten's string field theory seems to be consistent with the vacuum string field theory conjecture at this order. It would be interesting to explore the relation between our approach and vacuum string field theory in a more systematic way.
It was pointed out in [31] that subleading terms in (3.5) are necessary in order for vacuum string field theory to have a parameter corresponding to the string coupling constant. While the leading term Q/ǫ dominates in φ 1 |Q|φ 2 for a pair of states |φ 1 and |φ 2 in the Fock space, the subleading terms may contribute at the same order as the leading term in other quantities. For example, φ|Q|B t (c) /ǫ and φ|Q B |B t (c) are the same order when ǫ ∼ 1 − t. Therefore, the coefficient in (3.12) can be modified if we take into account the subleading terms.
Let us next consider the equation of motion of vacuum string field theory contracted with the solution itself. The computation of
in the z coordinate we introduced for the computation of B t (c)|Q B |B t (c) so that the density of B t (c)|Q|B t (c) is given by
Therefore, the quantity Ψ (0) |Q|Ψ (0) /ǫ has a finite density in the limit t → 1 if ǫ scales as 1 − t. When ǫ = 2(1 − t), the ratio of Ψ (0) |Q|Ψ (0) /ǫ to Ψ (0) |Ψ (0) * Ψ (0) in the limit t → 1 is given by
The deviation of the value from 1 is much worse than the case of (2.52). In other words, the analogs of the conditions (i) and (ii-a) for vacuum string field theory are not compatible for the combination of Q/ǫ and −|Ψ (0) at the leading order. This result is independent of the scaling among t, ǫ, and the normalization of the solution in (2.42 If this quantity is different from 1, the equation of motion contracted with the solution itself is not compatible with the one contracted with a state |φ in the Fock space. This quantity is independent of the normalizations of Q, |Ψ , and |φ so that if Q is dominated by Q/ǫ and |Ψ is dominated by |Ψ (0) in the limit t → 1, it reduces to
A similar result was derived for the twisted regulated butterfly state |B ′ t in [31] :
In both cases, the analogs of the conditions (i) and (ii-a) for vacuum string field theory are not compatible if we assume that Q/ǫ dominates in the kinetic operator and the solution is dominated by either |B t (c) or |B ′ t with an appropriate normalization, and this conclusion holds whatever scaling we may take for t, ǫ, and the normalization of the solution. As was demonstrated in [31] , however, subleading terms of the kinetic operator Q can contribute to the quantity Ψ|Q|Ψ at the same order as the leading term given by Q/ǫ. Subleading terms of the solution may also contribute to Ψ|Q|Ψ and Ψ * Ψ|Ψ at the same order. In fact, as we will show in the next section, the condition (ii-a) can be satisfied with better precision when we incorporate next-to-leading terms of the solution in the case of Witten's string field theory. Contributions from subleading terms in Q and in the solution may provide a resolution of the incompatibility in (3.17) or in (3.18) . However, the relevance of the subleading terms in Q may ruin the factorization of the matter and ghost sectors at the leading term. We thus recognize that this is an important issue for the vacuum string field theory conjecture to be studied further.
4 Solutions at the next-to-leading order 4 
.1 Solving the equation of motion at the next-to-leading order
The solution |Ψ (0) in Section 2 solves the equation of motion of Witten's string field theory up to O( √ 1 − t):
Let us try to improve the solution such that the equation is satisfied up to a higher power of 1 − t.
There are two important sources of contributions at the next-to-leading order. First, there are contributions from the next-to-leading terms of the OPE in φ|B t (c) * B t (c) . Since the OPE of c(−z) and c(z) is given by
the inner products φ|B(c∂ 3 c) and φ|B(∂c∂ 2 c) will appear in φ|B t (c) * B t (c) at the next-to-leading order. Second, while the conformal transformations f t (ξ) and f t (ξ) coincide at the leading order, they differ at the next-to-leading order:
The next-to-leading terms are proportional to f B (ξ) 3 in both cases, but the coefficients are different. Up to this order, the conformal transformation z = f t (ξ) can be regarded as a combination of two transformations given byz = f B (ξ) and an infinitesimal one
. Therefore, f t • φ(0) can be represented in the expansion with respect to 1 − t as follows:
where the contour encircles the point
is given by
As we have shown in Section 2, φ|Q B |B t (c) is equal to φ|B t (c∂c) . Let us explicitly evaluate it up to the next-to-leading order in 1 − t.
Since
where the contour encircles the point I • f B (0) = ∞ counterclockwise, the quantity φ|B t (c∂c) is given by
where the contour encircles the origin counterclockwise. We have to compute the first regular term in the OPE of T (z) and c∂c(0). The energy-momentum tensor T (z) is given by T (z) = T m (z) + : (∂b)c :(z) − 2 ∂(: bc :)(z), (4.9) and its OPE with c∂c(w) is
Therefore, φ|B t (c∂c) is given by φ|B t (c∂c) = φ|B(c∂c)
To summarize, contributions from both sources consist of φ|B(c∂ 3 c) , φ|B(∂c∂ 2 c) , and φ|B(c∂cT m ) . The mass dimension of the operators inserted in these states is 1, which is that of c∂c in the leading term plus 2. In addition, φ|B(c∂c) appearing at the leading order will also appear at the next-to-leading order. In order to satisfy the equation of motion up to the next-to-leading order, let us incorporate a set of states |B t (O) with the mass dimension of O being 1 into our ansatz. There are three such operators which consist of b, c, and T m and have the correct ghost number: |B t (∂ 2 c) , |B t (cT m ) , and |B t (: bc∂c :) . Our ansatz is then takes the following form:
where the t-dependence in the coefficients has been chosen for later convenience. The four operators c, ∂ 2 c, cT m , and : bc∂c : correspond to c 1 |0 , 2 c −1 |0 , L m −2 c 1 |0 , and −b −2 c 0 c 1 |0 , respectively, which constitute all the states up to level 2 in level truncation without gauge fixing.
Let us compute φ|Q B |Ψ (2) and φ|Ψ (2) * Ψ (2) . Since
for any operator O, we need to derive the BRST transformations of ∂ 2 c, cT m , and : bc∂c : for the computation of φ|Q B |Ψ (2) . The BRST transformation of ∂ 2 c can be easily derived from that of c:
From the OPE's,
the BRST transformations of cT m (w) and : bc∂c :(w) are given by
As a check, we can verify that Q B · j B (w) vanishes from these results. The quantity φ|Q B |Ψ (2) is then given by
The computation of φ|Ψ (2) * Ψ (2) takes the same steps as in the case of the leading order. First, we have to map the operators inserted at the origin in the coordinate z ′ = I • f t (ξ) to ±1/β in the z coordinate using the relation (2.18). The operator ∂ 2 c is not a primary field, but its conformal transformation law can be easily derived from that of c. We will also need the transformation law of ∂c later. They are given by
The conformal transformation of cT m can be obtained by evaluating the Schwarzian derivative with c = 26:
The last operator : bc∂c : can be written as a linear combination of ∂ 2 c, cT m , and j B . We have obtained the conformal transformations of ∂ 2 c and cT m , and the BRST current j B is a primary field:
Therefore, the transformation law of : bc∂c : is given by
The derivatives d 2 z ′ /dz 2 and d 3 z ′ /dz 3 at z = ±1/β can be computed from (2.18) as follows:
The conformal transformations of ∂ 2 c, cT m , and : bc∂c : can be calculated by plugging these derivatives into their transformation laws. In Subsection 2.2, we made the conformal map z/(z + p) to bring the infinity to a finite point in studying the limit t → 1. This is convenient when we explicitly compute the inner product φ|Ψ (2) * Ψ (2) for a given |φ because the operator φ(0) in the original coordinate is also mapped to a finite point. In solving the equation of motion, however, it is sufficient to make a simple inversion which brings the operators at z = ±1/β to ∓β. After the inversion, the operators at z ′ = 0 are mapped as follows:
We have only presented the leading terms in the limit t → 1 here, but the expression for any t is also available. Since β goes to zero as t → 1, the operators at ∓β can be expanded in terms of operators at the origin. If we define V ± (z) by
relevant OPE's can be expressed and evaluated as follows:
where V T ± (z) denotes the transpose of V ± (z) and (4.29)
Therefore, the quantity φ|Ψ (2) * Ψ (2) can be expanded as follows:
where F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , and F 4 are functions of x, u, v, and w, and we have defined
for any state |φ in the Fock space. From (4.26) and (4.28), the functions F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , and F 4 can be computed. For example, F 1 is given by The value of x in the fourth solution is fairly close to this value, and those of the third and fifth ones are not too far away. At this point, however, there are no proper reasons to select a subset among the six. In the next subsection, we will evaluate the energy density for these solutions, and it turns out that the fourth and fifth solutions are selected from the condition (ii-a) in the introduction.
Energy density at the next-to-leading order
As we did for the leading-order solution |Ψ (0) in Subsection 2.3, let us compute Ψ (2) |Q B |Ψ (2) and Ψ (2) |Ψ (2) * Ψ (2) . It will turn out to be convenient to introduce the following parameterization of |Ψ (2) for the computations of these quantities:
Let us start with Ψ (2) |Q B |Ψ (2) . From the relation (2.45), the derivatives d 2 z ′ /dz 2 and d 3 z ′ /dz 3 at z = ±1 can be computed as follows:
.
(4.39)
The operators inserted at z ′ = 0 are mapped to z = −1 in the z coordinate as The BRST transformations of the operators at z ′ = 0 are mapped to z = 1 in the z coordinate as
It is tedious but straightforward to compute the correlation functions of these operators. The final result for Ψ (2) |Q B |Ψ (2) is given by
We are interested in the limit t → 1. As can be seen from this expression, the quantity Ψ (2) |Q B |Ψ (2) has a finite limit as t goes to 1. Since
it is given as follows:
The computation of Ψ (2) |Ψ (2) * Ψ (2) can be done in a similar way. From the relation (2.47), the derivatives d 2 z ′ /dz 2 and d 3 z ′ /dz 3 at z = 0 and z = ± √ 3 can be computed as follows:
. The operators inserted at z ′ = 0 are mapped to z = 0 and z = ± √ 3 in the z coordinate asx 
: bc∂c :(0),
It is again tedious but straightforward to compute the correlation functions of these operators. The final expression of Ψ (2) |Ψ (2) * Ψ (2) for an arbitrary t is given in Appendix B. As in the case of Ψ (2) |Q B |Ψ (2) , it also has a finite limit as t goes to 1, which is given by
(4.47)
We can now evaluate R[Ψ (2) ] and E[Ψ (2) ]/T 25 in the limit t → 1 for the numerical solutions we found in the previous subsection. The result is summarized in Table 3 . The values of R for the fourth and fifth solutions are very close to −1. Therefore, these solutions approximately satisfy the equation of motion even when it is contracted with the solution itself. Furthermore, the values of E/T 25 for these two solutions are fairly close to −1. They give approximately 109% and 88%, respectively, of the D25-brane tension. Compared with the solution at the leading order which gives approximately 68% of the D25-brane tension, these values of the energy density for these solutions at the next-to-leading order are closer to the predicted value −T 25 .
It is not surprising that we have found more than one numerical solutions at the next-to-leading order because we do not fix gauge. Multiple numerical solutions were also found in the level truncation analysis without gauge fixing by Ellwood and Taylor [33] , and there are two solutions at level 2. In fact, the values of the energy density for our solutions are interestingly close to those for the two solutions at level 2 in level truncation. We will review the results of level truncation in the next subsection, and compare them with ours.
Comparison with solutions by a variational method
A state in the form of |B t (O) reduces to a state |O in the Fock space in the limit t → 0. Therefore, the results of the ordinary level-truncation analysis can be reproduced simply by taking the limit t → 0 of ours. In this limit, the parametersx,ũ,ṽ, andw reduce to x, u, v, and w, respectively, so that E/T 25 in the limit is given by By taking variations with respect to x, u, and v, we numerically find the following stationary point:
x c ≃ −0.544204, u c ≃ −0.0950952, v c ≃ −0.0559637, (4.50) which reproduces the result by Sen and Zwiebach at level 2 in the Siegel gauge:
The level-truncation analysis can be done without imposing a gauge condition, and it was studied by Rastelli and Zwiebach [32] and by Ellwood and Taylor [33] . By taking variations with respect to all of x, u, v, and w, we numerically find eight stationary points, which we present in Table 4 together with the values of E/T 25 . The values of E/T 25 for the fifth and sixth solutions are relatively close to −1, giving approximately 108% and 88% of the D25-brane tension, respectively. They are the two solutions found by Ellwood and Taylor in [33] . 4 These values of the energy density are interestingly close to those of our solutions at the next-to-leading order. In the ordinary leveltruncation analysis without gauge fixing, there are no proper reasons to select the two solutions among the eight. In our case, we emphasize that we chose the two solutions in Subsection 4.2 by the condition (ii-a), not by the criterion that they give a better value for the energy density. We can also perform a similar variational analysis based on the expression for the energy density in the limit t → 1. We numerically found six stationary points listed in Table 5 together with the values of E/T 25 for those solutions. As can be seen from the table, the values of E/T 25 are precisely the same up to the order we computed as those for the first six solutions in Table 4 . This seems to indicate that the set of configurations in the limit t → 1 can be obtained from that of t = 0 by field redefinition. Note, however, that our solutions at the next-to-leading order in Subsection 4.2 cannot be obtained simply by field redefinition from the solutions of level truncation at level 2, which can be seen from the fact that the values of the energy density are close, but not exactly the same. 
Discussion
We solved the equation of motion of Witten's string field theory up to O((1−t) 3/2 ) based on our ansatz using the regulated butterfly state. The leading-order solution |Ψ (0) gives approximately 68% of the D25-brane tension, and the two numerical solutions at the next-to-leading order give approximately 88% and 109% of the D25-brane tension, respectively. These values for the energy density are close to those obtained by level truncation up to level 2 without gauge fixing [32, 33] . Since we have studied only the first two orders of our approximation scheme, it is premature to speculate whether or not our solution will converge to the exact solution as we increase the order of the approximation, but we regard the results we have obtained so far as encouraging.
We found two solutions at the next-to-leading order, and we expect that the number of solutions will increase as we improve our ansatz by taking into account higher-order terms. Since we are solving an equation of motion, gauge fixing is not necessary. But in level truncation, the convergence of the energy density is generally better when we impose a gauge-fixing condition [32, 33] . In particular, it is known from experience that the Siegel gauge condition works well. It would be therefore interesting to incorporate gauge fixing into our approach. We should note, however, that the leading-order solution |Ψ (0) does not satisfy the Siegel gauge condition. Furthermore, all of the four terms of |Ψ (2) in (1.10) are necessary to have a nontrivial solution to the set of the four equations (4.33), (4.34), (4.35) , and (4.36) so that we do not have any obvious ways to incorporate gauge fixing into our approach.
The idea to solve the equation of motion of Witten's string field theory using a staralgebra projector is not new, and in fact it was the original motivation to construct a star-algebra projector in [46] . It is also natural in the half-string picture [47, 48, 49, 50, 51] or in the Moyal formulation of string field theory [52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59] . 5 In a sense, our ansatz can be regarded as a well-defined way to regularize the subtleties at the open-string midpoint in the half-string picture. The wave functional of the class of string fields |B t (O) approximately factorizes into the left and right halves as t approaches 1, and the degree of freedom at the open-string midpoint is taken into account by the operator insertion O. We can also consider more general ways to insert operators into the regulated butterfly state. For example, we can consider multiple operator insertions. As was shown in [31] , the twisted regulated butterfly state can be represented in this way. We can further smear out the operator insertions along the boundary. This kind of generalization would be one possible direction to be explored in the future.
As we have seen in Section 3, our approach is applicable not only to Witten's string field theory but also to vacuum string field theory. It may also be useful in constructing a solution which has a well-defined expression for the energy density in string field theory with a different class of kinetic operators constructed in [16] and studied in [18, 60, 61, 22, 24] .
Appendix A. Conformal field theory formulation of string field theory
In the CFT formulation of string field theory [38, 39] , an open string field is represented as a wave functional obtained by a path integral over a certain region in a Riemann surface. For example, a state |φ in the Fock space can be represented as a wave functional on the arc |ξ| = 1 in an upper-half complex plane of ξ by path-integrating over the interior of the upper half of the unit disk |ξ| < 1 with the corresponding operator φ(0) inserted at the origin and with the boundary condition of the open string imposed on the part of the real axis −1 ≤ ξ ≤ 1. A more general class of states such as the regulated butterfly state can be defined by a path integral over a different region of a Riemann surface with a boundary and with possible operator insertions. When we parameterize the open string on the arc as ξ = e iθ with 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, we refer to the region π/2 ≤ θ ≤ π as the left half of the open string, and to the region 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2 as the right half of the open string. We also refer to the point θ = π/2 as the open-string midpoint. We use the standard definitions [2] of the inner product φ 1 |φ 2 and the star product |φ 1 * φ 2 . The state |φ 1 * φ 2 is defined by gluing together the right half of the open string of |φ 1 and the left half of the open string of |φ 2 . Gluing can be made by conformal transformations which map the two regions to be glued together into the same region. The inner product φ 1 |φ 2 is defined by gluing the left and right halves of the open string of |φ 1 * φ 2 .
We use the doubling trick throughout the paper. For example, bc ghosts on an upper-half plane are extended to the lower-half plane by c(z) =c(z) and b(z) =b(z). The normalization of correlation functions is given by c(z 1 ) c(z 2 ) c(z 3 ) = (z 1 − z 2 )(z 1 − z 3 )(z 2 − z 3 ) d 26 x.
(A.1)
In this paper, we only consider correlation functions which are independent of spacetime coordinates so that the space-time volume always factors out. We use the subscript density to denote a quantity divided by the volume factor of space-time. We use this notation for both inner products of string fields and CFT correlation functions:
The normalization of a state |φ in the Fock space is fixed by the condition that the SL(2, R)-invariant vacuum |0 corresponds to the identity operator. 
